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The revised 6th Edition replaced the 5th Edition. This best selling coin-op book has over 32,000

copies sold plus it is printed in two foreign languages. National History Award. Ideal for Historians

and collectors. 256 (9x12) pages, 630 photographs (504) in color) indexed, Bibliography. Formerly

published as Slot Machines a Pictorial History of the First 100 Years it details the evolution of slot

machines from their inception to the casino slots of today.
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I've always wanted to have a book like this because even as a young child I was always fascinated

by slot machines and was curious about its history. Glad I came upon this book as it gives a

thorough history lesson starting with the earliest slot machines in the 1890's up until the late 1990's

with the modern computerized machines.The book is nicely bounded, thick and heavy(will look

really nice on the book shelf or coffee table). And there are plenty of vibrant, color and b&w pictures

throughout the book of all the beautiful classic slots. Just a great overall book for slot lovers with

great pictures and plenty of info on the history of Slot Machines.

This book is full of fabulous pictures and great stories that show the evolution and history of slot

machines. The quality of the photos is very high. This book is perfect training for the novice. Antique

slot machines available today have been around 60, 70, or more years. Unless they have been

meticulously restored, their colors and paints are going to be very worn and faded. This book shows



the machines in pristine and historically accurate colors, which is a great boon to anyone

considering buying a machine or refurbishing one.

A great book on slot machine history. Marshall Fey did a great job compiling the history of these

fascinating machines. I purchased mine from Liberty Bell books, which I recommend highly. It's the

latest edition (sixth) and signed by Marshall himself.

I use this book at work all of the time. I am a Patent Examiner who reviews patent applications for

gaming devices, so I have to know the history of slot machines. This, along with Bueschel's

"Lemons, Cherries, and Bell-Fruit-Gum", are the two books I use most often in my work.If you need

a decent overview of the history of slot machines, you could not do better than buy these two books.

This book is great. A little Fey biased, but great none the less. If you are a San Francisco resident,

like me, the history will amaze you. You will set out looking for some of the buildings or historical

landmarks. A must have/read!

Slot Machines: A Pictorial History of the First 100 Yearsby Marshall Fey. Review by R. A. HoffA

"must have" recommended to me by a member of the Antique Coin Machine Collectors Association.

I received the sixth edition, offering even more pictures and content than the earlier editions. My

copy arrived signed by the well respected authority on coin operated machines of chance and

author, Marshall Fey. A very nice gesture!This large-sized hard cover book of more than 250 pages

is filled with color pictures of both rare and iconic coin operated machines of chance, as well as

some interesting vending machines, even a pressed penny vending machine. If your interests

include antique coin operated machines from the early to mid 1900's of any kind, especially slot

machines, their history and images, in my opinion, this book is indeed a must have.

This is the most complete pictorial and historical book on theevolution of slots. Recomended by

Casino Slots a world distributor of slot machines.
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